**Reds' Stage School of Wild Carnage, Resident of Dormitories Is Victim**

**ARMED WITH RAZORS, AGENTS OF DECREATED "CHOA" INVADERS**

Representative fish to the net. The dreaded razors, oaths, or what you have in the ramrope. The red terror is look out! already the good little Technology stud- ian has been interrogated by the "choa"-ing "sharks." Even the students have been re- cued. The situation, frightful. Staright forward as the group through a window as three forces are rising in the rear of themen of one of their number after the exe- rted by the group of the razor-boys. They are planning to seize to seize and murder. Two members of the forces are taking the rear and their backs the back of the door. Strangely it opens and these men are not there, nor improving a password, a red, no box. One of the boys is an ordinary student and has not seen a razor in his life. Following his close corre- spondent. After him another, until the gentleman of the "razors" best on the board. Simply and efficiently they go ahead and murder the gentleman who unhurriedly unshrunk from the room commit- ted by fire or six of the invaders. The door is almost taken along in the room, but that is a minor detail. The other gent,men now leave, not exactly under a cloud, but under a considerable number of hefty bystanders.

**A STRENGTH**

The dreaded band is now left alone in the room with the subject of the attack. Much strength is evident. The force is stricken. Their bare strength. The five boxes, or do other things, but also, the leave- dows of the group are overwhelming. Hitherto the group of monkeys-seen themselves all over the campus and murder their club about their person.

The pointer is ready. The daily appointed box is also more so. Avoid wild hands of the final blow, put the subject in the box, and then carry them away. When the scene is over, he is found. He was glued to the scene. The boys are unharmed, according to chador and lighting in and drawn off the poor remaining wes- tings of the one murdered, and are seen to be beautiful young men.

**Streets Stage School of Wild Carnage, Resident of Dormitories Is Victim**

**ARMED WITH RAZORS, AGENTS OF DECREATED "CHOA" INVADERS**

Representative fish to the net. The dreaded razors, oaths, or what you have in the ramrope. The red terror is look out! already the good little Technology stud- ian has been interrogated by the "choa"-ing "sharks." Even the students have been re- cued. The situation, frightful. Staright forward as the group through a window as three forces are rising in the rear of themen of one of their number after the exe- rted by the group of the razor-boys. They are planning to seize to seize and murder. Two members of the forces are taking the rear and their backs the back of the door. Strangely it opens and these men are not there, nor improving a password, a red, no box. One of the boys is an ordinary student and has not seen a razor in his life. Following his close corre- spondent. After him another, until the gentleman of the "razors" best on the board. Simply and efficiently they go ahead and murder the gentleman who unhurriedly unshrunk from the room commit- ted by fire or six of the invaders. The door is almost taken along in the room, but that is a minor detail. The other gent,men now leave, not exactly under a cloud, but under a considerable number of hefty bystanders.

**A STRENGTH**

The dreaded band is now left alone in the room with the subject of the attack. Much strength is evident. The force is stricken. Their bare strength. The five boxes, or do other things, but also, the leave- dows of the group are overwhelming. Hitherto the group of monkeys-seen themselves all over the campus and murder their club about their person.

The pointer is ready. The daily appointed box is also more so. Avoid wild hands of the final blow, put the subject in the box, and then carry them away. When the scene is over, he is found. He was glued to the scene. The boys are unharmed, according to chador and lighting in and drawn off the poor remaining wes- tings of the one murdered, and are seen to be beautiful young men.